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Burberry claims  its  shop in the Chinese tech hub of Shenzhen is  the luxury world's  firs t social retail s tore. Image courtesy of Burberry

 
By DIANNA DILWORT H

Luxury brands have been challenged by lockdown-induced store closures and, worse, the post-pandemic "revenge
spending" that is happening in China is not taking root in the West.

Marketers, therefore, must adopt a values-based communication strategy and shift their business strategy to focusing
on the digital commerce experience in order to make up for the losses at retail, according to a new report from
Forrester Research.

"Burberry is just one of the luxury brands that have seen marked declines in sales," said Michelle Beeson, London-
based analyst of digital and business strategy at Forrester, in her report. "As many consumers still face social
distancing restrictions in their daily lives and working from home, there is less demand for luxury goods.

"Instead consumers have been forced online precisely where luxury retailers have traditionally lagged in providing
great experiences and are focusing on only necessary spending," she said.

Dior's  new 2021 cruise look is  inspired by the southern Italian region of Puglia. Image credit: Dior
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Regional differences
Global consumption patterns have differed in China compared to the West ever since the pandemic hit.

Thirty percent of French, 39 percent of Italian and 32 percent of U.K. online adults said that they were spending more
online during the pandemic than they had previously, according to Forrester's Analytics Consumer Technographics
COVID-19 survey.

Consumer spending in the United States, United Kingdom, France, Italy and China has shifted to a focus on
essentials such as groceries and cleaning products and many consumers are holding off on big-ticket purchases
and categories such as apparel, per the Forrester report.

Italy has seen the biggest declines in sales, with 56 percent of online adults saying that they have cut back on their
spending on clothes and 38 percent holding off on buying big-ticket items.

While LVMH and Kering both noted early recovery in the first quarter attributed to shoppers in the Asia-Pacific
region, the West has not seen the same consumption patterns.

Sixty percent of Chinese online adults shifted their spending online during lockdown, as compared to those in the
West. Sixty-four percent purchased more from online-only retailers during lockdown, as compared to 57 percent of
Italian, 37 percent of U.K. and 30 percent of French online adults.

When it comes to future purchases, 48 percent of Chinese online adults said they would purchase more online in the
future versus 24 percent of Italian and 16 percent of U.K. and French online adults.

"As Western markets begin to reopen, don't expect consumers' behavior to follow the same patterns as in China,"
Ms. Beeson wrote.

"For consumers in the West, economic anxiety will temper pent-up demand," she said. "Compared with metropolitan
Chinese online adults, consumers in Western markets are less likely to allocate disposable income to luxury goods
and will be more cautious as they anticipate the economic impact of the pandemic."

Michelle Beeson is  an analys t for digital and bus iness  s trategy at Forres ter, London. Image credit: Forres ter

Digital acceleration
As luxury brands struggle to survive during this challenging year at retail, pivoting to a digital strategy could help
brands make up for lost sales.

Online shopping picked up during the pandemic and has not slowed down since. Analysts expect this momentum to
continue, and advise brands to be agile to thrive.

Fashion brands such as Yves Saint Laurent and Gucci, for example, have transformed their physical fashion shows
into virtual events.

Not only does this approach allow the companies to keep moving forward during a pandemic, it also allows the
brands to cut back on the massive carbon footprint of producing physical fashion shows and illustrate their
commitment to being more sustainable.

Additionally, brands including Alexander McQueen, Chanel and Dior have used digital as a new way to entertain
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and engage with customers by livestreaming musical performances, hosting digital exhibitions and offering
cooking and drawing classes to fans virtually.

Brands are also coming out of the crisis by focusing more on customer communications on value such as personal
well-being versus product marketing, Forrester said in the report. This allows brands to build long-term loyalty even
as consumers may be holding off on big-ticket items.

A focus on the customer is the way to build connections, so that when they are ready to spend, they will return to
those brands that they feel most connected to, be it through purposed-based marketing or better digital experiences.

"To be customer obsessed, not just brand obsessed, luxury brands must evaluate the role of stores alongside digital
touch points within a branded customer experience," Ms. Beeson said.

"Brands like Kurt Geiger are upgrading their systems and processes to connect online and store operations with CX
and thus create channel-agnostic brand experiences," she said. "This requires connecting systems for customer
data, inventory and order management across the organization."
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